I. TRECEIRI.

Some apology, or at least some explanation, seems necessary in bringing forward the results of a few hours' visit paid in 1887 to Treceiri, better known, though perhaps less accurately, as Tre-r-Ceiri, after the numerous and more deliberate accounts in the *Archaeologia Cambriensis* by distinguished Welsh observers; but the subject of the best preserved stone fortress in our island is not easily exhausted, and although I could not hope in so brief a visit to add anything of moment to the descriptions of my predecessors, it seemed to be a matter of some importance to record some points in which my impressions differed from theirs. My main object, however, has been to reproduce my drawings, because there can be no question that the illustrations hitherto published are totally inadequate to give a fair idea of remains of such unusual and even unique interest. These drawings have no other merit than a certain rude faithfulness, but I trust they may stimulate others more skilled
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with the pencil, or still better, who are adepts with the camera, to give us worthy representations of these important ruins, which, although wonderfully preserved in some parts at present, may in no long time fall into a hopeless state of decay.

Passing by Pennant's account, which seems in a great measure unreliable, the first description of Treceiri worthy of notice is by Mr Jones Parry. This I have not seen, as it is unfortunately contained in a volume (Arch. Camb., 1855) only to be met with by a rare accident. His plan, however, is reproduced by Mr E. L. Barnwell (Arch. Camb., 1871, ii. 66), in the fullest account of the fortress yet published, and it agrees so well with the much smaller and less detailed plan of the Ordnance Survey (fig. 1) as to inspire confidence in its general accuracy. As Mr Barnwell was indebted to Mr Parry Jones, so am I to Mr Barnwell, for every fresh observer finds his labour on the spot greatly eased when he has had the advantage of studying beforehand the work of a careful and reliable predecessor.

Singularly enough the situation of Treceiri (fig. 2) bears a striking resemblance to that of the Eildon fortress, which forms the second of my subjects. Both are upon the most easterly and the second highest summit of a three-peaked hill, and from some points of view the pictorial likeness is most remarkable. Yr Eifl, the Welsh hill, however, has the advantage over its Scottish rival of being about 500 feet higher, and of rising on its western flank directly from the sea. The peak at this end is 1456 feet high, the central one being 1846 feet, and the eastern one 1590 feet. The fortress occupies the whole of the pretty level eastern summit, which nowhere falls much, if at all, below 1500 feet of elevation, and rises rather abruptly at the N.E. end, within the line of defence, to the actual peak. From the summit the ground falls to the north by long, steep, rocky, and stony declivities upon the gentler slopes at the foot, dotted with farmhouses and intersected by numerous stone dykes, as shown in fig. 2; but at the S.W. end, and partially on the N.W. side, there is a comparatively short and gentle descent to the neck which leads to the central peak (fig. 6).

The defences consist (1) of a wall of enceinte which girdles the edge of the summit; (2) of exterior lines on the more accessible part of the
Fig. 1. Plan of Treceiri, enlarged from the Ordnance Map.
Fig. 2. The Hill Yr Eifl.

Fig. 3. Interior View of N.E. Wall, Treceiri.
N.W. slope; (3) of an elaborate series of works thrown out down the gentle S.W. slope to protect the entrance.

(a) The main wall, by reason of following the edge of the slopes, forms an irregular oval figure, enclosing a space about 960 feet in length by 350 towards the N.E. end and 230 towards the S.W. end. This is according to the 6-inch O.M., but Mr Jones Parry's plan makes it about 40 feet longer. The wall is completely ruinous for a great part of the circuit, but in some places, and particularly for a stretch of nearly 200 yards at the N.E. end, it appears to be pretty perfect (figs. 3, 4, and 5).

Fig. 4. Part of N.E. Wall, Treeceiri.

Here the parapet remains, and I estimated the total height of wall and parapet to vary between 10 and 14 feet and the width to be 10 feet. But Mr Barnwell found the height in some places to be 15 feet, and thinks it would be more if the debris were cleared away. These heights are outside, but in consequence of the wall being constructed on the slope, the inner side, which is on the level of the interior, is usually 2 or 3 feet less in height than the outside. The width seems to
vary. I found it 10 feet at one point, but Mr Prichard (Arch. Camb., iv., 1887, 259) reduces it to 9 feet, and Mr Barnwell made it as much as 16 feet for a short distance near a sally-port where he noticed a kind of double banquette. The wall has no batter, but stands perpendicularly, except where it bulges from decay. The parapet has no loopholes, is about 3 to 4 feet high, and according to Mr Prichard is 5 feet wide, so wide in fact, that as Mr Barnwell remarks, the defenders must have stood on it, to be enabled to annoy an enemy at or near the foot.

Fig. 5. Wall and Parapet, Treceiri.

(b) Pennant and Barnwell describe the comparatively weak N.W. front as being strengthened by two walls, which in Jones Parry’s map are drawn irregularly parallel with the inner wall, enclosing an additional space of about 1000 by 250 feet, crossed by several traverses. I failed to make out either of these walls satisfactorily. In their present condition I took them for low retaining walls, but the difficulty of scrambling over so much rough ground, in the short time at my disposal, hindered me from making a thorough examination. My opinion was founded on the appearance of the visible structure left, on the absence of such mounds of debris as fallen walls of defence might be expected to leave, and on the apparently artificial spreading
of the debris which encumbers this outer space. This artificial character is further proved by the arrangement and extraordinary extent of the masses of debris, close to the more accessible parts of the fort (Plan, fig. 1); by the existence of broad heathery lanes, crossing obliquely the sheets of stones; and by the inner wall of enceinte having suffered little loss here, so that it could not have supplied the mass of debris that lies on the slope below, particulars which, besides what I take to be the retaining walls, are seen in the exterior view (fig. 6). Mr Barnwell was the first, I believe, to suggest that sheets of stones were purposely spread on the slopes of prehistoric forts to obstruct the approach of an enemy, having been led to this opinion by the artificial aspect of the masses lying not, as I understand his description, where I have just described them, but upon the steeper main slopes of the hill. The same idea often forced itself upon me when scrambling over stony masses in front of our Scottish forts, and I have seen an apparent instance of their use at the medieval castle of Doon, Ayrshire. This interesting ruin is situated on a small, smooth rock-island in Loch Doon, and the whole space between the walls and the water, about 30 to 50 yards in width, is covered with loose blocks, certainly not derived from the castle wall of enceinte, which still stands to nearly its full height; although, alas! tottering to its fall, the stones of the pediment having been disgracefully allowed to be torn away a few years ago—a wanton destruction of one of the most interesting ruins in Scotland which is much to be lamented.

(c) The principal entrance is at the S.W. end, and extraordinary precautions have been taken to protect it. Unfortunately the elaborate defences are so dilapidated that it is extremely difficult to determine their precise nature. According to Jones Parry's plan, the approach is by a sinuous passage, only a few feet wide, like an elongated S, 210 feet in length, without following the curve. This passage winds through three walls on the western side and two on the east, which are not in a line with each other, and are roughly parallel with the main wall. A hornwork is thrown out on either side from the outer wall, that on the east being in advance of the one on the west, and a third hornwork is inserted in a wide space between the outer and
middle walls on the east side. All these hornworks closely flank the entrance.

But a totally different plan has been furnished to Mr Barnwell by Mr T. J. Blight, who represents the passage as straight, no less than 24 feet in width, and cutting through four advanced walls on the east side and three on the west, all straight and strictly parallel.

Comparing these two plans on the spot, my impression was distinctly in favour of the earlier one by Mr Jones Parry, particularly as regards the narrowness of the passage and its winding character, both of which seemed to me unmistakable. The small 6-inch Ordnance Plan differs from both, but resembles Mr Parry's much more than Mr Blight's, although it makes the total projection of the mass of outer defences only about 170 feet instead of 210.

A second important entrance, which I had not time to examine, is on the N.W. front, and is fully described by Mr Barnwell. There is also a sally-port through the N.E. wall (fig. 3 on the left), apparently much choked with debris since it was described by Mr Barnwell. He gives a view of it from the outside, showing the lintel in its place, believed to be the only one left in Wales. The width of the passage he found to be 6 feet, and Mr Parry Jones gives its height as 5 feet. Mr Barnwell describes and figures a kind of double banquette, running for a short distance on each side of the port in rear of the wall. But Mr Prichard, who took down a part of the lower step of the banquette, believed it was put as a support to the wall, which was giving way. I failed to notice this lower step, and it does not appear in my sketch (fig. 3). Mr Prichard believed also that the wall of the upper banquette was an integral part of the rampart wall, and that they were not independent, placed alongside of, and against each other, as in some Welsh, English, and Irish forts. In rear of the port, and leading towards it, there seemed to me to be the remains of a sunk passage, but excavation would be necessary to prove if my surmise is correct.

Fig. 7 gives a general view of the interior, taken from the stony knoll at the N.E. end of the place. In Mr Jones Parry's plan five larger and five smaller groups of enclosures and ruined dwellings are shown. Three of the larger and one of the smaller groups abut
Fig. 6. Exterior View of S.W. Wall, Treceiri.

Fig. 7. General View of Interior, Treceiri.
more or less on the wall, and in each group the “huts” abut closely on each other. The size and shape of these enclosures varies exceedingly; some appear to be too large for dwellings, but the great majority are small enough, and are more or less rounded in figure. Mr Jones Parry states that some are 30 feet long, and Mr Barnwell says that some of the circular ones are 15 or 16 feet in diameter. In a group of four chambers he gives the dimensions as $16\frac{1}{2} \times 10$ feet, $11 \times 6\frac{1}{2}$, $20 \times 8$, and 8 by about 6. The walls of a few of the chambers are still 6 feet high, but the great majority are less, and many of them have no doors (Barnwell). It seemed to me that a number of them are sunk 2 or 3 feet in the ground, but this may have been due to the accumulation of rubbish outside. Besides these ten groups there is a solitary hut circle standing free, and three separate double chambers abutting on the west wall in Jones Parry’s plan. The total number of chambers or enclosures of one kind or another on the plan is about 150, and they do not occupy more than about a third or fourth of the interior space, which is much overgrown with heather, and is rough, as if the debris of many more buildings may exist underfoot.

The stony knoll or ruin at the N.E. end is partially seen in figs. 3 and 4 on the left. It is the highest point, and commands an excellent view of the whole interior. Mr Barnwell considers it to be “a high artificial mound composed of large stones;” but possibly it is partly a natural knoll. Regarded as purely artificial, the accumulation of stones would be enormous. Mr Barnwell thought it was a ruined look-out post.

As to the water-supply, Mr Barnwell says “there would be no scarcity except in unusually dry seasons.” He does not mention, however, whence the supply would be derived, and I did not notice any springs within or near the walls.

Mr Barnwell says that Tre-r- Ceiri, the usual literary form, means the town of fortresses; but Prof. Rhys (Arch. Camb., 1877, 339) has ascertained that the native pronunciation is Treceiri, and that in Carnarvonshire ceari is the plural of caer (a giant), and is not an interchangeable form of caeru, the plural of caer, a fort. The meaning, therefore, he maintains, is the town of giants, “a name which implies that all tradition of its builders had so entirely died out as to cause the
Welsh people to attribute its origin to a race of beings different from themselves, and endowed with supernatural strength.” I have adopted Prof. Rhys’s spelling.

It says much for the skill of the builders that so much of a perpendicular wall, of great antiquity, built without a particle of cement, should still stand nearly perfect. This immunity from destruction it probably owes, as far as man is concerned, to its elevated and comparatively inaccessible situation, and to the enormous screes of stone which clothe the hill slopes, amply sufficient to supply materials for stone dykes without recourse being had to the ruins above.

As to degradation from the weather, it may be that a loose stone wall is less liable to destruction than a cemented wall, in one important respect. Water is apt to get shut up in crevices in a cemented wall, and there to exercise its enormous destructive power of expansion when freezing, but in an uncemented wall it can escape freely through the interstices. Something may also be due to the construction of the wall. Professor Babington found that a number of the stones were set not longitudinally but transversely, with their heads outwards. This may have had a binding effect. He was not able to investigate this point so thoroughly as it evidently deserves.

In conclusion, I may recapitulate the points which seem to require further investigation.

(1) Are the sheets of stone on the steep slopes and on the S.W. and N.W. fronts natural or artificial? An accurate plan of their precise shape and position, with the direction of the heathery lanes that cross those on the N.W. front, would be valuable.

(2) The precise dimensions, shape, and internal structure of the wall.

(3) The precise nature of the two outer “walls” on the N.W. face, with their appurtenances.

(4) The “sally-port” on the north should be cleared out.

(5) The nature of the supposed sunk passage in its rear should be ascertained.

(6) The double banquette on either side of the sally-port, which I did not notice, and which does not appear in my sketch, should be further studied.
(7) The main entrance from the S.W. should be examined, to clear up the discrepancies between the plans of Mr Jones Parry and Mr Blight.

(8) Is there any existing water-supply at or near the fortress?

(9) Photographs or drawings should be taken of the details.

(10) An accurate plan should be made of the structures in the interior, and the floors of a number of them should be excavated, with the object of finding relics which might throw light on the antiquity of the fortress.

To accomplish all this demands a considerable expenditure of time, labour, and money, but these have not been grudged in the excavation of other ruins, at home and abroad, which I do not hesitate to say are of far less interest and importance to us Britons than the unique remains of the best preserved native prehistoric fortified town in our Island.

All Archaeologists will learn with the deepest regret that the Government has declined, on the score of expense, to place Treceiri under the protection of the Ancient Monuments Act, when recently requested to do so by the owner, Mr R. H. Wood of Rugby.

II. EILDON.

The Eildon fortress, or fortified town, although it resembles Treceiri in its situation, is a great contrast to it in other respects, for while Treceiri is a stone fortress containing stone dwellings, Eildon appears to have been defended by palisaded terraces, enclosing huts of some easily perishable material.

In prehistoric or early historic times the Eildon Hills, commanding as they do on their eastern flank the easy pass from the south to the centre of Scotland, formed by the Tweed as it emerges from the hill country on the open part of Roxburghshire, must always have been deemed of great importance. An ancient road, commonly attributed to the Romans, but which, for aught we know, may have existed long before their day, has been traced making its way to this pass, in continuation of the Northumberland Watling Street; and in the pass itself, nestling under the flank of the hill, remains, indicative of one of the very few Roman Stations known to exist in Scotland, have been found.
Fig. 8. Eildon Hill Fort. Distant View from S.E. Nearer Views from N.E. and N.W.
So prominent a position for outlook and defence could not escape occupation at a time when the security afforded by difficulty of access was deemed ample compensation for the necessary discomforts and inconveniences of a lofty site. Accordingly, ample evidence remains of such occupation upon the north-eastern of the three peaks which give the Eildons their characteristic and beautiful form. This is not the highest of the peaks, as it is about 50 feet lower than the central one, which rises 1365 feet above the sea; but the latter is too conical and sharp-pointed for occupation, whereas the other has a considerable amount of pretty level space on the top, with several natural terraces on the slopes, affording ample room for the erection of habitations. It also enjoys the strategic advantage of being projected into the angle where the Tweed, flowing 1150 feet below, changes its course from east to south on emerging from the hills and winds round it, at a distance varying from a mile to a mile and three-quarters from the summit. The defensive lines encircle the hill, at a height of perhaps 70 feet below the top on the east (fig. 8, on the shoulder of the hill to the right, upper view; on the hill to the left, middle view), falling about 150 feet lower on the west (middle and lower views), where they are still about 100 feet above the neck; and they may be seen on the hill face from a distance of several miles. At the east end (upper and middle views) they are horizontal at first but soon descend pretty steeply to the edge of a plateau on the north (middle and lower views), after which they continue on the hill face, at nearly the same lower level round by the west to the edge of another much more extensive plateau on the south (upper view), and complete the circuit of nearly a mile by climbing abruptly up the east end of a steep "scree" or "selither" of loose stones which rises from the southern plateau to the summit of the hill (upper view). In Plan (fig. 9), the enclosure is very nearly circular.

In structure the lines consist in general of three narrow parallel terraces, constructed one above another on the face of the hill, from 3 or 4 to 6 or 7 yards apart. The upper one, however, required very little making, as it generally runs where a steep slope eases off to a gentle one, and in taking the edge of the north and south plateau it, of course, required no making at all. The width of the lower
Fig. 9. Plan of Eildon Hill Fort from the Ordnance Survey, with the hut-foundations added.
terraces varies somewhat, but rarely exceeds 7 or 8 feet. On the south side the defensive lines have apparently been reduced to two, one formed naturally by the edge of the plateau, the other some yards down the steep scree which falls here on the woods of Eildon Hall. Indeed, it is only in the eastern half of this part that the terrace can be distinctly traced on the spot, the slipping of the scree having no doubt gradually effaced it in the western half. Similarly, it is not easy, on the spot, to define the lines as they ascend the scree to the highest point of the defences at the east end. Nevertheless, indistinct or untraceable as they may be on the spot, it is remarkable how visible these lines are on the hill face when looked at from a great distance. The modification of the lines at the east entrance will be described in speaking of the entrances. Of course, these terraces do not constitute a defence in themselves, and I think there can be little doubt that they were palisaded at the edge, because there are no remains of earthen mounds, and indeed there is no room for them; neither is there any debris indicative of stone walls, and although many parts of the hill are stony, the stones are small and unsuitable for building.

Entrances—(Plan, fig. 9).—At present there are seven breaks in the continuity of the lines. Four of them, towards the north and N.W., are small, and if not modern may have been sally-ports. Another on the east, where the lines after ascending the scree reach their highest point, is probably an original sally-port. But the two main entrances are at the east and west ends of the great southern plateau. The one at the west end is the most accessible, as it is only about 100 feet above the broad and nearly level neck which connects the summit on which the fort stands with the higher Eildon, and is approached from the neck by a gentle slope. The terraces near the entrance appear to have been widened and multiplied, but are now much broken down. The entrance itself is withdrawn, so as to give a strong flanking defence.

The eastern entrance is close under the summit-scree, and its defences on the north side are now represented by three short, low, broad, stony mounds (Plan, fig. 9) which run from it to the foot of the scree, and on the south by a scarp about 25 feet high, with a sharp-crested
mound at its foot, which is prolonged in front of the entrance, apparently to include a feeble spring there. Another stronger spring, covered and padlocked, is near this on the north side of the entrance, and the two outer mounds on that side bend inwards, so as to flank and exclude it from the lines; but this may be a modern change, when the spring was utilised. As this entrance is on a slope, the three mounds rise one above the other, those in the rear commanding those in front.

**Interior**—(Plan, fig. 9).—The space within the lines may be divided into the level or slightly inclined summit, or citadel, and the slopes and plateaux which lie between the citadel and the lines of fortification. The summit is nearly rectangular, and measures about 800 by 400 feet, the long axis being from east to west. The actual top is a nearly level narrow ridge about 270 feet long, at the top of the southern scree and towards its west end. From this ridge the ground inclines slightly to the north margin of the rectangle, and slightly, at first, then rather abruptly, to its east margin, where alone it is bounded by the lines of fortification, here at their highest elevation. From the margins of the rectangle the ground falls abruptly in all directions, so that a mere palisade at the edge would convert this upper space into an inner citadel.

The space between it and the fortification lines is thus disposed:—On the south the great upper scree falls from it on the southern plateau about 200 feet below. On the east the summit is bounded by the lines. To the north the slope, precipitous at one part, falls on the northern plateau or terrace. To the west there is a long, continuous, and gentler slope to the lines. To the S.W. the descent is by a series of small plateaux, connecting the summit with the south-west entrance.

**Signs of Habitation.**—On the inclined parts of the rectangular summit, and on the slopes which fall on the smaller plateaux to the S.W., there are a large number of small circular or horse-shoe shaped excavations, sometimes arranged in two or three irregular rows, sometimes with indications of terracing in front of the rows, particularly near the edge of the summit-space, on the east, north, and west. There is a row even on the very edge of the great southern scree, but there
they are broken abruptly on the side next the edge, as if from degrada-
tion of the scree. At first, when I had noticed only a few of these ex-
cavations, I took them for mere shelters cut in the face of the slopes, but
when I saw how numerous they were, I came to the conclusion that they
must have been foundation-spaces for huts, partly perhaps to afford
some shelter to the huts, but mainly probably to provide level founda-
tions for them. Their horse-shoe form is explained by their being ex-
cavated in sloping ground, which tends to give them more or less of a
straight margin on the downward side of the slope. The excavated
sides gradually rise to the upper end, where they vary in depth from a
foot, or even less, to 3 or 4 feet, in a few instances to as much as 5 feet,
according to the steepness of the slope in which they are cut. The total
number that can be distinctly made out is about 300, of which nearly
200 are on the summit rectangle, or what we may call the citadel or
upper town. But besides these, I have noticed faint signs of others on
the more level spaces, sometimes merely indicated by differences in the
vegetation, and if we reflect that on the plateaux it would not be neces-
sary to make level foundations, it is quite possible that a thousand of
our supposed huts may have stood within the lines originally. On the
great southern plateau there is ample room for several hundred, but the
space has been banked up and fenced by a retaining wall, and has been
under plough, so that any traces there may have been are obliterated.
Besides the larger groups already described, there is a very distinct single
foundation-space about half way along the foot of the scree, and a group
of five in rear of the three mounds on the north side of the east entrance
(Plan, fig. 9). It is remarkable that on the extensive slopes within
the lines to the north and north-west they are entirely absent, and
there are none outside the lines. The position of the huts is laid down
roughly in the Plan (fig. 9), and some of them are faintly indicated in
the middle and lower views (fig. 8). With a favourable light I have
been able to distinguish them from a distance of nearly 2 miles. The
huts which may be supposed to have occupied these foundations must
have been of some perishable material and not of stone, as there is not
a particle of stony debris to be seen about any of them.

The only description hitherto published of Eildon Fort is in an account
of the Parish of Melrose by Mr A. Milne, who was minister there for a considerable period down to 1747. He describes it as "well fortified with two Fosses and Dikes of earth, more than a mile and a half in circuit, with a large plain near the top of the hill, called the Floors. On the head of the hill may be seen the Praetorium surrounded with many huts. There are ports to the east, west, and north, from a place called the Hazrecrag, a plain way to Melrose called the Stile-Dyke. The principal entry has been from the south towards Bethendean, where the ground slopeth more easily, from a place near the South Hill called the Castlestead." He also says the camp "hath many springs of good water near it." This description, characterised as it is by the usual vagueness and inaccuracy of the writers of the period, at least preserves some local names which have disappeared from the map, if not from the memory of the people. Thus he calls what I presume to be the large south plateau,—the Floors; and the precipitous bluff below the north-west angle of the upper town is presumably the Hazrecrag. The "many springs near the camp" are not now visible, probably because they have been impounded for the water-supply of houses at the foot of the hill. The only springs within or under shelter of the works are the two somewhat awkwardly placed at the eastern entrance. It is possible to drive a cart to the top by a track from the south, as indicated by Mr Milne. This track is shown on the Plan (fig. 9) ascending the neck, piercing the lines at the west entrance, and passing the plateaux and groups of "huts" on the south-west slope on its way to the summit. A footpath branches off from it on the neck to the north, and rejoins it about half way up. Another broad track ascends from the northern terrace to the upper town. This and the triple lines are well seen as green bands in the dark heather (fig. 8 lower view, on the left).

In prosecuting my investigations of Eildon Fort I kept always in view the desirability of settling doubtful points by excavation. Little information by this means can be anticipated in regard to the fortifications themselves. Sections through the mounds at the eastern entrance might show something of their structure, but elsewhere in the wide circuit, if my views are correct, the lines are simply terraces, originally defended by palisades, and not likely to conceal anything of an instructive nature.
It is different, however, with the supposed hut-foundations in the interior, and it is satisfactory to know that with the permission of the Duke of Buccleuch, the proprietor, and Mr Adam Smith, the tenant, some exploratory excavations have been made by Mr James Curie, F.S.A., Scot., in three of these spaces, while these sheets were going through the press. In the first, he found a thin layer of charcoal 14 inches below the surface near the rock, which was partially covered by a thin bed of brick red clay. In the second, a foot below the surface a few fragments of charcoal were found. In the third, at the same depth, he came upon a small piece of the usual coarse pottery mixed with little stones, commonly called early British, and a foot lower there was a thin stratum of charcoal, and some white clay resting on the rock. These results confirm the theory formed of the origin and purpose of these levelled spaces, and it is Mr Curie's intention to carry out a more thorough excavation soon.

MONDAY, 12th February 1894.

J. BALFOUR PAUL, Lyon King of Arms, in the Chair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following Gentlemen were duly elected Fellows, viz.:

ROBERT ANGUS, Lugar, Ayrshire.
A. W. GRAY-BUCHANAN, Parkhill, Polmont.
JOHN MUIR, Galston, Ayrshire.
FREDERIC BESSANT WILLIAMS, 3 Essex Grove, Upper Norwood.

The following Donations to the Museum and Library were laid on the table, and thanks voted to the Donors:

(1) By Colonel F. A. V. THURBURN, F.S.A. Scot.

Knife of black Flint, 5½ inches in length by 1½ inches in breadth, oval in section and tapering to both ends, from Norway.

Palaeolithic Implement, 5 inches in length by 3 inches in greatest breadth, rounded at the butt and tapering to a point, from Amiens.
Axe of Basalt from the north of Ireland, probably of recent manu-
facture.

Three Spear-or Arrow-heads of Chert of the usual type, from Florida,
United States.

Scyphos of thin greyish paste, with two horizontal side-handles, from
Corinth, Greece.

Aryballos, with painted pattern of four ovals, pointed at one end,
from Greece.

Four pieces of embossed Samian Ware, dug up in Change Alley,
London.

(2) By Æ. J. G. Mackay, LL.D., F.S.A. Scot., Sheriff of Fife
and Kinross.

Pair of Pampooties or shoes of cow hide, untanned, with the hair
outside, still commonly worn in the Isles of Aran, in Galway Bay.
They are called in Irish, as in Gaelic, "Cuaran" or "Cuarog," which
appears to be derived from the adjective "Cuar," meaning ordinarily
crooked, but in this case denoting something wound round the foot and
used for a sock as well as a shoe. They are made literally to, or on, the
foot, and are kept soft by wear and wet, or if need be by oil or tallow.
They are well suited for the slippery limestone of the bare flags of
Aran. Pantoufle, or a similar word, is a slipper in all the Norman
languages, and strayed into English in the old word Pantables, and into
Scotch in "Pantones," used by Dunbar in "The Dance in the Queenis
Chalmer." Pattens are the wooden clogs of Cumberland, which were
used also in Scotland. Pumps is still used for dress shoes, and some-
times said to be from Pampe. It is curious that so many words for
shoes begin with Pa, but this is probably accidental, though it deserves
notice that the best etymologists have not found, or agreed on, the
derivation of any of these words. Shoes of raw hide, similarly made,
are still used in Shetland, where they are called rivlins. They were
also in use in the Isle of Man, where they were called cuarans. The
pair now presented from the Aran Isles were obtained last summer at
Kilronan, the principal village of Aranmore. [See the subsequent
communication by Sheriff Mackay.]
DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Axe of Greenstone, 6¼ inches in length by 2½ inches in breadth at the cutting edge, oval in the cross section and tapering to a conical butt, from the Bellary District, Madras Presidency, India.

(4) By Colonel Legitt, through Colonel F. A. V. Thurburn, F.S.A. Scot.
Pocket Hookah, with bamboo cup and fittings, from Burmah.

(5) By Lady Mackinnon.
Collection of Articles from the Lake Dwelling at Lochanduill, on the Estate of the late Sir William Mackinnon, of Balinakill, Argyllshire, as described by Dr Munro in the Proceedings, Vol. XXVII. p. 218.

(6) By J. Balfour Paul, Lyon King of Arms, F.S.A. Scot., the Author.
An Ordinary of Arms contained in the Public Register of all Arms and Bearings in Scotland. Imp. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1893.

(7) By the Earl of Southesk, K.T., LL.D., F.S.A. Scot., the Author.
Origins of Pictish Symbolism, with Notes on The Sun Boar, and a New Reading of the Newton Inscriptions. 4to, Edinburgh, 1893.

(8) By C. J. Clark, Publisher, London.

(9) By the Master of the Rolls.

(10) By Dr Cramond, F.S.A. Scot., Cullen, the Author.


(11) By Dr Cramond, F.S.A. Scot., Cullen.

Two Phials, one of Pounce, the other of Silver Sand, collected from old letters of date c. 1780.

(12) By Major John Ramsay of Barra, F.S.A. Scot.

Three Portions of Rings and twenty-nine Discs or Wasters, formed in the process of turning Bracelets out of Kimmeridge Shale, from Povington, Purbeck Isle, Dorset.

(13) By W. Howard Cunnington, F.S.A. Scot., Devizes.

Two pieces of the Clay Lining of a Pottery Kiln, near Pewsey, Wilts, and Three Photos of the Excavation.

There were also Exhibited:

(1) By Walter J. Kaye, jun., F.S.A. Scot., Harrowgate.

Rubbings of seven Monumental Brasses from Churches in Yorkshire, viz.:

1. From Wensley Church, Wensleydale, Yorkshire. Date—c. 1360. Position—Floor of chancel; feet to east. Description.—Figure of Sir Simon de Wenslagh, Priest. The inscription which once surrounded the brass was torn up and replaced by the paltry one now at the head of the figure. The priest is represented in Eucharistic vest-
1. From Aldborough Church, near Boroughbridge, Yorkshire. **Date**—c. 1360. **Position**—North wall of north aisle. **Description.**—Figure of a knight on elaborate bracket bearing his name: “Will’s de Aldeburgh.” He wears a bascinet to which is laced the camail or tippet of chain mail; a jupon whereon are emblazoned his arms—azure, a fess indented argent, between three crosslets botony, or. The first crosslet is charged with an annulet, showing him to be the fifth son. Under the jupon appears the hauberk. His arms are protected by épaulettes, brassarts, coutes, and vambraces; his hands by steel gauntlets. On his left arm he bears a shield on which his armorial bearings are repeated. An elaborate baldric passes round his waist, from which depend—on the left—a cross-hilted sword in a slightly ornamented scabbard;—on the right a misericorde. His legs are protected by cuisses, steel plates, here covered by satin, on to which are sewn metal studs; also by génouillières or knee-plates; and by jambes. Sollerets, or long-pointed shoes, to which are attached rowell spurs, complete his outfit. The rowells would probably be manufactured at Ripon near by, a town famous in those times for the production of this commodity.

2. From Topcliffe Church, near Thirsk. **Date**—1391. **Position**—On floor of chancel; feet to east. **Description.**—This is a rectangular Flemish brass in memory of Thomas de Topclyff and wife. The former wears the simpler kind of civilian attire, viz., a long loose gown with close sleeves, fastened at the neck by three buttons and furnished with a hood. His gown appears to be edged with fur. At his right side hangs an anelace or short sword, with ornamental scabbard. The lady wears a coverchef, a closely-fitting kirtle, with sleeves buttoned from the elbow to the wrist. The brass is remarkable for its beautiful...
tabernacle-work, filled with figures of saints. The inscription has partly been lost, and the whole brass has suffered from the heavy hand of time as well as from the feet of visitors.

4. From Allerton Mauleverer Church, near Knaresborough. **Date**—1400. **Position**—On floor of Mauleverer Chapel, at east end of north aisle; feet to east. **Description**—Figures of Sir John Mauleverer, knight, and Lady Elianora, his wife. The knight is wearing helmet with visor, camail, jupon, whereon are emblazoned his arms, épaulières, brassarts, coutes, vambraces, and gauntlets. The lower edge of the jupon is escalloped, showing the hauberk underneath. A cross-hilted sword is fastened on the left side to a handsome baldric and a misericorde appears on the right. His nether armour consists of cuisses or thigh-plates, genouillières, jambs, and sollerets, to which are attached spurs with rowells. A hound lies at his feet. The lady wears a reticulated head-dress, a kirtle with ornamental girdle, and a cote-hardi with long lappets reaching to the ground. The inscription runs at the foot of the figured brass.

5. From Sprotborough Church, near Doncaster. **Date**—1474. **Position**—Floor of chancel; feet to east. **Description**—The brass consists of two figures, viz., of Wm. Fitz-William, and Elizabeth, his wife, with Latin inscription in Gothic characters. The gentleman wears a fluted bascinet, a gorget or steel collar (which superseded the camail), pauldrons, showing épaulières, brassarts, coutes (which are here fluted), and vambraces; also a skirt of taces, to which are attached tuilles for the protection of the thighs, cuisses, genouillières, jambs, and pointed sollerets and spurs. The sword and misericorde depend from a belt encircling his waist, while a lion crouches in a highly uncomfortable position under his feet. The lady is attired in a loose coverchief or head-dress, kirtle tied at waist by a girdle, with a cote-hardi buckled over the breast. A dog is represented at her feet.

6. From Sessay Church, near Thirsk. **Date**—1550. **Position**—On floor of chancel; feet to east. **Description**—Figure of Thomas Magnus, Archdeacon of the East Riding, and Rector of Sessay, in processional vestments. These consist of a cope (an outer vestment, with an ornamental orphrey) fastened at the neck by a large morse,
bearing upon it the name of Jesus; the fur hood or almace with ends pendent in front, with surplice and cassock underneath. A label bears the words “JESU, FILI DEI MISERERE MEI.” This brass is a palimpsest, having portions of an earlier engraving on the reverse. In this case parts of a lady’s dress may be seen, with two tassels with some ornamental work. That this is a retroscript is not generally known. Archdeacon Magnus was founder of Newark Grammar School.

7. From Burgh Wallis Church, near Doncaster. Date—c. 1554. Position—On floor at east end of centre aisle of nave. Component parts—One figure of esquire in armour. Description.—Figure of esquire in Tudor armour, with mail-skirt protected by ridged cuirass and eight tassets, bascinet, pauldrons, épaulettes, gardes-de-bras, coutes, and pass-guard on left, and gauntletts. Cuisses, genouillières, jambs, and sabatons, with spurs. Sword and misericorde fastened respectively on left and right to a baldric behind. The inscription is lost. A matrix, about 2 inches in width, surrounds the figure. The brass is in memory of Thomas, son of Sir William Gascoign, who died in 1554.

The following Communications were read:—